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Abstract
Where private and public sectorsinterfacq therc b always the risk of penonal enrichnent u the
public's expen:re.Many real eltate lrunsrctions and construction projects are characteriTed by
such intcractionq which usually hvolve considerabh sums of noncy. It is tlvrefore not surprising that rte real estue business is reluivcly vulncrablc to conupt activitics In cconomic
modcls of corruption, thc decision to entatc h comtpt activities is seenas a trodeof between
the expected gains and cos8 of such behavior. Using this frarnework, we add,rcsssome of the
following questions:Wlut factors determhe the level of corruption? Why do somc sectorsof thc
economy seem trurre prone to corruption than others? Ard what sltould we do abow it?
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Introduction
It is not hard to think of instanceswhere there is an incentive for real estate
firms (or their employees) to bribe public officials to obtain building
permits or public contracts.The real estate businessseemq perhaps more
than most.other lines of business,vulnerable to corrupt practices.Considerable sums of money are involved in development and trading, while
businesstransactionsin this industry have a rather intricate character.
Comrption can be defined as a transaction in which a public official,
while interactingwith a third party,acquiresprivate benefitsand at the same
time breachesthe loyalty to his employer.rCorruption occurs whenevera
public servant intentional/y acts in contradiction with the objectives and
rules of his organizationby putting his private interests,financial or otherwise, before the well-being of the organization.A public official can act
against the interests of his organization by delivering inefficient or bad
work, but he can be called comrpt only when he deliberately acts in this
way to further his own interests2
The benefitsof corruption for a public servantcan take different shapes
For example,an envelope of money can change hands,or goods and servicescan be delivered at a discountor even free of charge.In exchange,the
official deliversa certain favor, such as a permit, a contract, or a discharge.
Corrupt behaviorcan lead to largepersonalbenefitsfor public officials.One
of our favorite examplesfrom the corruption literature (see Thble 5.1) is
taken from Gould (1983).
Corruption has alwaysbeen with us It is an ineradicablefact of social
life. Within every nonanarchisticsociety,a partial transfer of sovereignty
will take placefrom the community as a whole toward certain selectedindividuals,the public officials History has taught us that ít ís de facto impossible to ensure that those individuals will always let the public interest
prevail over their specific(often financial) private interests.Historical evi'
dence from the real estate and construction industries shows that this is
a constant phenomenon in these sectors as well. Present-day evidence
suggestsit to be a big problem for foreign investors in Eastern Europe
and China.
This article explicatesthe characteristicsof corruption for both perpetrators and fighters of corruption. We start with some anecdotal evidence
from comrption casesin the real estateand construction industries In the
next section,an economicmodel is presentedin which \ile use the so-called
principal-agentmodel to analyzethe phenomenon of corruption (see also
Besley and Mclaren, 1993;Shleifer and Vishney,1993;Broeders and Hakfoort, 1994).According to this model, corruption is possible becausethe
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Table 5.1. Regional finance ofÍicials'salaries and automobile ownership,Lubumbashi, Zaire, MaY 1977
1977Value
(in zaires)
Position

lr ^-tLl.'
I.lr^^^.
Wages
Monthly
(in zaires)

Sixth bureau: Customsverification
115
Head of office

Office worker
Office worker
Temporary worker

90
90
39-óó

Third bureau: Tax collection
115
Head of office
90
Collection agent
72-90
Accountant
3946
Teller
22-26
Clerk
22-26
Clerk

Automobiles owned

New

Used

Renault 17
Mustang
Volkswagen
Pick-up truck
Kombi
Mercedes
Renault 4
Fiat (station wagon)

8,000 6,000
10,000 7,000
4,000
7,000
10,000 7,000
12,000 8,000
30,000 15,000
7,000 4,000
10,000 4,000

Toyota
Volkswagen
Peugeot4M
Peugeot
Ford Capri
Fiat

10,000
7,000
12,000
12,000
9,000
8.000

7,000
4,000
8,000
8,000
6,000
6,000

Source: Gould (1983,p. 1l).

management of any governmental organization (the principal) finds it
imposiible or undesirableto continuously monitor every employee (the
agàn).In this model both the agent and the principal are consideredto be
ràtional maximizing actors. Monitoring involves costs, and therefore it
might be optimal to accept a certain level of comrption. The tradeoff that
individual public servants make between the perceived costs and benefits
of comrptión determinesthe actual level of comrption in an organization.
Differencesin levelsof corruption between organizationsand societiesare
therefore the logical outcome of this tradeoffIn the next part of this article we addressthe question of whether coÍruption is a good or a bad thing for society at large.This is a rather controversial matter. In the economic literature two different strands of
thought can be discerned.Several authors have in the past laid down the
view that corruption can have a positive effect on economic gfowth and
development.However, \ryeshow that the economic costs of corruption
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usually exceedthe benefitg especiallywhen one also considersthe indirect
costs,an elementthat is normally not consideredby economistsIn the final
part of this chapter we give an overview of the policy options open to
governmentwheneverit wants to fight corruption.
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they do suggest that comrption matters and that its importance is
probably more easily understatedthan overstated.

The Principal-Agent Model
Some Anecdotal Evldence
The real estate and construction industry is prone to corruption. The
stakes are high, the procedures and transactions relatively opaque for
outsiders,while individual public officials typically have large discretionary
powers.Therefore, in the last couple of decadesmany casesof comrption
and fraud have become known, both in the western world and in
industrializing countries.
The last few years major casesof comrption have been reported from
many countries, and especially from countries like China, Russia, and
Indonesia. However, corruption is not restricted to the third world or to
former communist countries The large number of investigations into and
court casesabout the existenceof corruption and fraud in the North American real estateand construction industries does suggestwidespreadcomrpt
activities And becausethere is alwaysmore comrption than meetsthe eye,
those casesmight only be the proverbial tip of the iceberg.
Some examples:already in the 1920sthe l-ockwood Commission was set
up to investigate illegal activities in the New York construction industry
(see,for instance,Ichniowski and Preston,1.989).In the 1950sthe New york
City Waterfront Commission lvas set up to combat systematic corruption
and racketeering in the same industry in the same city (see, for instance,
I-evy, 1989).This Commission revealed among other things that the New
York longshore industry suffered from six categories of fraud and comrption: collusion, shape-up,public loaders,theft, misrepresentation of workerg
and misuse of office for private ends
A number of hearings in the late 1950sby the U.S. congresg commonly
known as the McClellan Committee hearingq investigated corrupt activities in the whole of the united states In the 1970sin euebec, canada,the
Cliche Commission was set up to investigate in particular union comrption
in the real estate industry (see, for instance, Sexton, 1989).And more
recently, the New York State Organized Crime Thsk Force, set up in the
1980s'was to deal again with what might be an inevitable characteristicof
the New York construction industry: corruption.
Although there is no reason to assumethat these casesare representative of the corruption in real estate and related sectors in North America,

The essenceof corruption is that information is costly. It can occur only
becausethe people who formulate the policy goals or have to uphold the
law (the voters,the legislature,or high-ranking public officials) can never
be completely sure that the bureaucracywill carry out its task in good faith.
It is either too expensive,simply impossible,or maybe not even desirable
to keep all public officials under full surveillance.Therefore,officials always
have a certain leewayto use the governmentgoodsor servicesthat are put
under their care for their own private interests.
Each principal-agent model involves three actors: the principal, the
agent,and a third party. In the caseof corruption, the agent is a bureaucrat
who is trying to further his personalinterest by decidingwhether to become
corrupt.The principal is his supervisor whose prime interest is to minimize
the occurrence of comrption, given the costs of fighting it. The third party
is the person who is willing to offer a bribe to lay his hands on a public good
or service over which the agent has discretionary powers. Figure 5.1
presentsthe relations between the actors.
This model of corruption potentially dealswith all kinds of comrption,
including bureaucraticand political comrption. When one usesthis model,
there is no need to differentiate between bureaucraticand political corruption, assomeauthorsdo (see,for instance,Rose-Ackerman,1978).When
the agent is no longer a low-level official but a top-level civil servant, the
legislatureis the principal.When the agent is a politician, the electorateis
the principal. However, the problem of information will increasewith the
level of the agent. For instance,it is much more difficult for an individual
voter to control a politician than it is for a high-ranking public official to
control one of his employees.
Let us assumea homogeneousgood-for instance,a permit-which can
be issuedby an individual official. This official has to decide to which party
this permit will be granted. Furthermore, the demand curve for this permit
is a negative function of the price of the good. Finally, \1'eassumethat the
agent wants to maximize his personal well-being,which is a function of
discounted income.
Given the problem of information mentioned above, the official can
potentially grant permits for unjust causeswithout being discoveredby his
superiorsbecausethe probability of detection is less than one. He selects
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number of bureaucratscan increase due to some exogenous shock-for
example,a changein wages
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Figure 5.1. The basic model

his courseof action basedon an analysisof his potential costsand benefits.
Given the demand curve for the permit, the official acts as a monopolistin
issuingthis permit. His goal is to maximize the bribes he receives,given the
detection probability and the costs involved in detection. Hoiever, in
almost all cultures and religionscorruption has a negative,connotation,
and
a corrupt official has to live with a bad conscience.Therefore, the official
will also take his moral costs into account when he decides whether to
becomecorrupt..
The principal-agentmodel is essentiallya static one.However,in the real
world corruption is not a static affair. Corruption is linked in time. Often
comrption is not a once-in-a-lifetime experience.Why do corrupt officials
tend to repeat their comrpt acts?'The answer to thii question is simple:
nothing corrupts more than corruption itself. or, to put it in an
framework: the profitability of corruption tends to increase"rono111i.
with its
established frequency. A model like this was developed by Andvig and
Moene (190). According to their model, the numbei of .ótupt
bureaucratsis higher
o
o
o
r
o

The higher the perceived fraction of corrupt bureaucrats,
The higher the bribes,
The lower the salary of the bureaucratq
The lower the detection probability,
The higher the discount rate.

The dynamic element in the model is that the detection probability
decreaseswith a higher (perceived) number of comrpt bureaucrats.This

DifÍerent Levels oÍ Corruptlon: Goods,
Organizaitons, Societies
Characteristicsof goods and servicesmatter when it comes to explaining
the differencesin levels of cornrption between organizationsand between
societies Corruption involving nonbulk goods and serviceslike building
projects or advancedweaponry is much harder to detect than corruption
that occurswhen.a government organizationorders bulk goods like paper
and pencils Corruption in the first group of transactionsis difficult to detect
due to the detailed technical and financial knowledge needed.Paper and
pencilscan.bebought at every ordinary shop,and every one will recognize
an inflated price if an organization pays too much for them.
But not only the characteristicsof the goodsand servicesare important.
Differences in organizational design may also explain different levels of
corruption.Becauseof the nature of their activities,somegovernmentorgathat
nizationsare more vulnerableto cornrption than others.3Organizations
grant subsidiesor permits or review tax returns are more pÍone to corruption than goverÍrmentagenciesthat have no executivetasksand therefore
no direct interaction with the public.
The characteristicsof the economic systemat large also make a difference.When a government strongly regulatesan economy,there are many
possibilitiesfor public officials to develop corrupt activitiesTherefore,in a
plannedeconomythe level of corruption is often high.Apart from that, corruption also tends to flourish in periods of economic transitionfor instance,from a planned economy to a market economy,or from a
traditional systemto a modern economicsystem(see,e.g.,Riggs,196y'-).
It is rather difficult to compaÍe levelsof cormption in betweencountries
However, an interesting attempt to do just that has been developed by
TransparencyInternational,aworldwide organizationwhosemissionit is to
fight corruption (seeTable 5.2).

Costs and BeneÍits of Corruptlon ÍoÍ Society at Large
We have discussedthe cost-benefitanalysisof the individual official.In this
part of the article we discussthe costsand benefits of comrption for society
as a whole (seeThble 5.3).
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Table 5.2. Corruption in fiÍty-two countries: A ranking Írom "good" to "bad," 1997
Nunber
of
Scorê Suweyf Variance'

Country
Denrnark
Frnland.
Sweden
Ncw Tr,alarrd
Canada

9.94
9.48
9.35
9.23
9.10

6
6
6
6
5

0.54
0.30
0.n
0.58

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ncthcrlands
Norway
Arstralia
Singapore
Luxemburg

9.03
8.v2
8.86
8.66
8.ó1

6
6
5
6
4

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Switzcrland
lreland
Germany
United Kingdom
Israel

8.61
8.28
8.23
8.22

6
6
6
6

7.n

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

USA
Austria
Hong Kong
Fortugal
France

7.61

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Japan
C-osta Rica
Chile
Spain
Greece

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

o.n

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Belgium
C-zechRepublic
Hungary
Poland
Italy

5.25
5.?n
5.18
5.08
5.03

6
5
6
5
6

3.2E
0.22
1.6ó
2.I3
2.m

0.23
o.23
0.44
2.32
1.13

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Taiwan
Malaysia
South Africa
South trfurea
Uruguay

5.4
5.01
4.95
4.29
4.t4

7
6
6
7
4

0.76
0.í)
3.08
2.76
0.63

5

0.26
1.53
0.40
1.43
0.t2

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Brazil
Romania
ïtukey
Thailand
Philippines

3.56
3.4
3.2r
3.(b
3.05

6
4
6
6
6

0.49
0.07
r.2l
0.14
0.51

6.6

5
5
7
5
5

1.15
0.59
2.63
Lm
0.60

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

China
Argentina
Vietnam
Venezuela
lndia

2.E8
2.8r
2.?9
2.77
2.75

6
6
4
5
7

0.82
1.24
0.26
0.51
0.23

6.57
6.54
6.05
5.90
5.35

7
4
6
6
6

1.09
1.73
0.51
1.82
2.4

6.
47.
48.
49.
50.

lndonesia
Mexico
Pakistan
Russia
Colombia

2.72
2.6
2.53
2.n
2.23

6
5
4
6
6

0.18
1.18
0.47
0.87
0.61

2.O5
1.76

4
4

0.86
0.16

7.6r
7.28
6.n

'

Country

Number
of
Scorê SurveyP Variance,

51. Bolivia
52. Nigeria

Source: Tiansparency International (1997).Thir indcr can also bc found on the lnternct at httpJFwwr.transparcncy.de"
Note: Scorcs are based on seven surveys and aÍe averagc sooÍes
a. A l0 score indicatcs a pcÍfccuy clcao country, whcrcar a 0 scorc rcfcÍs to a country whcrc busincss transactions arc cntircly
penetratcd \ cornrption involving immense sums oÍ liclbects, ertonion, fraud, and so on.
b. Thc amourt of survcyn in whicb thc peíiorlar country has bccn includcd (four to scvcn).
c. Thc varielcc of the rankings A high numbcr indicatcs a higb degree of dcviating opinions

Benefits of Corruption
In most cultures the notion of corruption has a negative connotation.
Nevertheless,in the economic literatuÍe several authors stressthe (alleged)
(see, for instance, IJff, t964;
positive side-effects of coruption
Huntington, L968). Their argument develops along both economic and
noneconomiclines.
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Table5.3. Costs and beneÍitsoÍ corruption
Benefits

Costs

Economic

Increase in economic efficiency
Reduction of uncertainty

Direct: Higher prices
I-oss in time and energy
Flight of capital
Bad projectg wrong Projects
Indirect: Higher control costs

Political

Influence on decision making
Nonviolent entry into the political
system

Loss of legitimacy
l.eaders get caught in a
coÍTuption trap

The main aÍgument is that coruption is justifiable becauseit leads to an
optimal allocation of government servicesand in general to a more efficient
economy.Themost efficient and entrepreneurialcompanycan and will pay
the highest bribes Because of this, corTuption can work as a corrective
mechanism for a less efficient goveÍnmental decision-making process.But
it would also have other positive economic side-effectsFor instance,it could
also reduce the uncertainty attachedto investmentsbecauseit reducesthe
burden of bureaucratic obstacles
According to this line of thought corruption could also have some other
positive effects of a more political nature. Especially in a transitional period
it would increasethe faith people have in the political systembecauseit
gives them the possibility of influencing the decision-making process Furthermore, in a stable period bribery could establish a nonviolent entry into
the political system,\thenever traditional political channelsare clogged.

Direct Economic CosÍs of Corruption
This argumentation ignores some important negative side-effects of corruption. To start \rith, corruption can be inefficient because,while rendering a coÍruptive seryice,costs are made by both the public servant and his
client that would not have been made had the transaction been performed
legally.aOftengoodsare purchasedat a higher price than strictly necessary
and the pÍocess consumestime and energy that could have been used for
other,socially more productive activities.And lvhen products Íue purchased
at a below market price, society at large will pay the difference.
Furthermore, the bribes collected in the coÍrupt activities are often
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siphoned off and exported to foreign bank accounts This money is no
longer used productively in the country of origin. Substantialamounts of
money are involved in this process.For instance,accordingto some reports,
in Switzerlandalone some $20 billion (U.S.) are stackedaway in the bank
accountsof present and former African leaders.Another good example
concerns the Indonesian state-owned enterprise Pertamina, which was
responsiblefor constructing a steel works at Cilegon, West Java, in the
1970s"At no stagedid the salary paid to the assistantwho authorized payments under the various contractsexceed$9,000.When he died in 1.976,it
was discovered that he held nineteen bank accounts in Singapore,with
credits totating nearly $36 million (Genthe,1994\.
There are also less obvious but even more important direct economic
costsinvolved with corruption.They can be summedup under the heading
of "bad projects or wrong projects" First of all, there are bad projectsprojects in which, for instance,inferior materials are used.The collapse of
a number of blocks of flats in South Korea in recent years has been linked
to this kind of corruption. And then there are wrong projects-projects like
a big hydroelectric dam in an underdevelopedregion, which never would
have been built if the decision making in the public sector had not been
distorted by bribes

Indirect Economic CosÍs
Besidesdirect negative economic effects there are also indirect negative
effects.When casesof corruption become known to the public, citizens lose
their trust in government, and control problems arise. If a government's
legitimacyis questioned,the rightfulnessof governmentactionsis no longer
a priori accepted,and the authority of the administration decreasesLegitimacy can be defined as the belief that the members of a political system
have in the rightness of the political institutions When this belief is existent, citizensaccept.(mostof) the rules laid down as binding.They believe
that the institutions that issue the laws are justified in doing so, although
not everyonemay agree with every specificelement (Daalder and Daudt,
1993,p.153).
Legitimacy is just one of the mechanismsused by an administration to
influencethe population. Other mechanismsinclude legislation,education,
subsidization,inspection,and taxation.But legitimacyis probably the most
efficient control mechanism around. In any case,it is the cheapestone. As
the eminentAmerican political scientistRobert Dahl (1976,p.60)observes:
"It is easy to see why leaders strive for legitimacy. Authority is a highty
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efficient form of influence.It is not only more reliable and durable than
naked coercion,but it also enables a ruler to govern with a minimum of
political resources."
Consequently,when the authority of an administration decreases,the
costsof governingincrease.Anincreasein the sizeof the bureaucraticapparatus might be necessary.For instance,when more people send in false tax
returng a goveÍnmenthasto hire more tax officialsto get the samerevenue.
Something similar applies to the police force: the police lose legitimacy
when a case of a cornrpt police officer becomespublic. Then it becomes
more difficult to uphold the law and maintain order. More police officers
have to be put on the streets
When comrption becomespublic, the integrity of an administrationis at
stake.As the late Ms. Ien Daleq a former Dutch Secretaryof the Interior,
oncestatedeloquently:"Thegovernmenthasintegrity or not. Having a little
bit of integrity is impossible.And without integrity, government fails The
underminiág of integrity meansthe loss of our people'strust. And without
trust democracycannot exist" (Noppen, 1994,p.6).

PoliticalCosÍs
Besideseconomiccoststhere aÍe also some political costsassociatedwith
corruption. To a large extent these are in a direct line with indirect economic costsbecausethey are a result of the lossof legitimary of the bureaucracy.Furthermore,coÍïupt bureaucratsmay be caught in a comrption trap.
They invest much of their time, energy,and other scarceresourcesto stay
in power becausethey know they will be prosecutedwhen they lose their
position. And because staying in power tends to be costly for them,
they often have to increase their comrpt activities to finance this power
struggle,thereby making it even more important for them to stay in power.

Fighting Corruption
Someoneonce observedthat "the Judea-Christiantradition beginswith the
temptation of an innocent by a serpent,with disastrousand enduring consequencesfor all of humankind" (Genthe, 1994,p.1). Corruption might to
a certain extent be endemic to the human condition, but it most certainly
is endemic to any nonanarchisticmodel of social organization.Whenever
private and public sectors interact, there will always exist possibilities for
personalenrichment at the public's expense.
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According to someviews,comrptionunderminesthe basisof the modern
constitutional state and must therefore be fought at any price. However,
from an economicpoint of view the argumentis a different one.One should
decide what resources to spend on fighting corruption based on a costbenefit analysis However, making such an analysis is extremely difficult,
since particularly the political costs and benefits of comrption are hardly
quantifiable.To a large extent this also applies to the economic costs
and benefits
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A Cost-Benefit Analysis
Klitgaard (1988, pp. 2G27) proposes such a cost-benefit analysis He
assumesthat the marginal social costs of corruption increase as coÍTuption
occursmore frequently and that the marginal costsof discovering and fighting comrption become higher as it occurs less.Based on those assumptionq
an optimal level of corruption can be distinguished(see Figure 5.2).
When comrption is considered undesirable from a social point of view,
it must at least be fought until the point is reachedwhere the marginal costs
of fighting it are outweighed by the marginal benefits of forcing back corruption.The exactoptimal level of corruption dependson the steepnessand
forms of the curves,of which we have no detailed knowledge. However, if
one believeq as we do, that the loss of legitimacy is too high a price, the
optimal level of comrption is probably a very low one.
which instruments are available for governments to fight corruption?
Any government has several options to decreasethe level of corruption or
at least the probability of comrption. Most of them refer to incentivesto
changethe behavior of the agent (the public official) (see Klitgaard, 1988,
p.24), and some of them also target the third party.
Five different kinds of options can be discerned.All five of them try to
influence the decision-making processof the public official by reducing the
perceivedbenefitsor.increasingthe expectedcosts:
o Changes in the payment and punishment systems to reduce the
incentives to engagein comrpt activities,
o Intensified supervision to increase the probability of detection,
o Changes in the organizational structures to reduce the leeway of
individual bureaucrats,
. Changes in the societal values to make corruption more
reprehensiblefrom a moral point of view, and

UnitsoÍ Corruption
Figure5.2. The "optimal"level oÍ corruptionin a society
Notes:In this figurewe assumethat the marginalcosts of comrptionare always
positive,althoughit would not make any differencefor the analysisiÍ this is not
the case. In this figurethe optimallevel is at pointA. However,when only the
dlrecteconomiccosts are taken into accountand no attentionis paid to the loss
oÍ legitimacy,
one wouldarriveat polntB as the optimum.

o Changes in the selection procedures to prevent potentially corrupt
citizens from becoming public officials.

Payment and Punishment
One way of fighting comrption is by increasingthe wagesof public officials
By paying uragesabove the comparable wages in trade and industry-as
already suggestedby Becker and Stigler (L974)-the stimulus to develop
corntpt activities will decrease.Corrupt public servants will have more to
lose when they are paid higher wages Such a change in the wage structure
is effective becauseit increasesindirectly the costsof sanctiong while at the
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same time it decreasesthe relative importance of the benefrts(especially
regarding the nonmonetary moral costs).Thble 5.4, taken from Hoetjes
(1982),indicatesthat differencesbetween what society and the public official consider the right wage and the actual wage may cause corruption
through a number of mechanisms
A second option a government has to fight comrption is sharpening the
sanctionson detectionof cornrption.When enforcementof theserules then
also becomes more strict, the expected costs of rendering a coruptive
servicewill increase,and that will lead to a decreasein corruption.

Table5.4. Wagestructureand corruption
Opinion About Appropriate
Salary for Public Officials

123

A distinction has to be made between sanctions imposed inside
and those imposed outside the government organization. Sanctionswithin
the organization focus on lowering career perspectives or even, in
extreme cases,on dismissal.Sanctionsoutside the organization often imply
criminal prosecution.
It is important that the law concerning corruption reflects a marginal
costsapproach.In many countriesthis is not so.If corruption is detected,a
moÍe or less uniform sanction is applied. This sanction is to a large extent
independentof the degreeof corruption. Therefore,if a public official has
been comrpt in the past,from a judicial point of view no marginalcostsare
involved in rendering another corrupt service. This is one of the more
important reasons why comrption corrupts It might be a good idea to
changethis threshold structure of the law.

Superuision

Within the
Group of
In Society Puhlic Officials

"Real" Salary

High

High

High

High

High

[,ow

High

I-ow

High

Hish

Low

Low

Low
Low

Low
Low

Low
Hish

Lor

High

[,ow

Low

High

Hish

Source: Hoetjes (lg82,p. 94).
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Effects on Corruption
Agreement-keeps comrption in
check
General feeling of underpaymentpromotes corruption
Public officials have a demoralizing
feeling of undeserved high
payment
Chances are high that someone in
society will try to initiate a case
of cornrption
Consensus-restrains corruption
General feeling of overpaymentworks demoralizing and fosters
cormption
Public officials think they do not get
paid enough, which works
demoralizinB, but society at large
does not agree with them
Cynicism in society with regard to
overpayment-promotes
comrption

Comrption can be fought by designing uniform administrative and financial procedures Publicity and controllability of the actions of a public
servant will increase the chancesof corruption being discovered and thus
increasethe expectedcostsof corruption for the individual public servant.
Sometimesit can be advisableto hire an independent controller. Technically skilled accountants and controllers, for example, can check builders'
estimatesand building plansin the constructionindustry.It can alsobe sensible to have more than one public servant work on one task. In this way,
the chancesof discovery are bigger.

Organizational Changes
The possibility for public servants to collude in corruptive acts forms an
argument in favor of open organizational structures Some studies suggest
that once comrption occurs in an organization, a chain reaction is brought
about that will lead a growing part of the organization to becomeinvolved
in comrptive activities
Activities that are secretby their nature-for instance,police activitieshave bigger chancesof collusivedevelopmentof corruption and are therefore more vulnerable. The necessary openness can be achieved by job
rotation or by a project-based organizational model with members from
different branchesworking together.
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MoralValues
Although it is very difficult for governmentsto steer the development in
moral values within a society, they can try to change the reigning moral
values by awarenessprograms and adsThis way,the psychological costsfor
public servantsincrease,and cornrption will occur less often.
Apart from trying to achieve behavioral changesin the bureaucracy,a
govemment can also try to influence the behavior of the thiÍd party.There
ig however, one extra area: in many countries it is still legal to state bribes
on a tax return as businesscosts.And although this is especially focused on
foreign markets, it is a bad signal to individual bureaucrats and citizens

Selection
Another policy instrument is a better screening of individuals when they
enter public service. Psychological tests might be effective in identifying
personswith strong feelings against cormption. One could fight cornrption
by hiring such personnel.Intensifiedresearchon antecedentscan have the
same result.

Gonclusions
In this chapter we discussedan economic approach to the study of comrp
tion. rWebelieve that such an approach makes it possible discussthe causes
of and the fight againstcorruption.It can also be used to addressthe question why some governmental organizations are more susceptible to corruption than others The framework adopted in this article may also
shed some light on the apparent sensitivity of the real estate business
to comrption.
Comrption might be ineradicable, but it can be pushed back to a low
level. Comrption can be fought, but it is expensive to do so.The costs and
benefits of fighting comrption must be weighed against one another. Politicians will have to decide what level of corruption can be tolerated. When
only the direct costs of comrption are allowed for, it might seemjustifiable
to tolerate a certain level of comrption. However, when indirect costs are
also considered,the tolerable level of comrption is much lower.
Governments can use several instruments to fight corruption. These
instruments are aimed at influencing the decision-making process of the
individual public servant who weighsbenefits against costsThe fight against
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comrption can however also have undesirable consequences:a more strict
selection can lead to not hiring otherwise excellent candidategchanging
punishment and \r,agestructures can lead to legal insecurity. Intensifying
supervision and changes in organizational structures can cause the efficiency of government actions to decrease,while a governmental policy
trying to change moral values can easily lead to indoctrination.
It is necessaryto look at the costs of both corruption and of the use of
instruments to fight it. However, one should be very careful in deciding on
a tolerable level of comrption merely based on the postulate of economic
efficiency. Politicians and economists who try to decide under which circumstancescornrption might be efficient should never forget whatAnthony
Downs observed inL967 (p.232):"Most democratic and many nondemocratic societies are based upon the ethical premise that men are of inherently equal value in some ultimate sense.Therefore, such societiesseek to
create systemsof law and order that apply a single set of rules impartially
to everyone.However, markets respond to money signalsgiven to them by
potential buyers and sellers, and money is very unequally distributed in
almost every society.Therefore, systemsof law and order cannot be based
upon markets if they are to treat all citizens as equal before the law." To be
more precise,an economic system in which comrption plays a positive role
is by definition nondurable because large parts of the population will
considerit unjust.
It is probably sensibleto fight corruption. However, one should never
believe that one can totally stamp out this social phenomenon. Comrption
will occur again and again, because,as Alexis de Toqueville observed in
1835,"to pillage the public purse and to sell the favors of the state are arts
that the meanestvillain can understandand hope to practicein turn." (De
Toqueville, 1990,p. 226).
Notes
l. In the literature on comrption, the definitions used are in most casesmore or lesssimilar
to the one used here. In some articles a broader definition is used, in which comrption is not
limited to public officials but corruption in politics and firms is also discussed.In this chapter
we limit ourselves chiefly to the analysis of comrption as it occurs in the executive branches
of government. However, we believe that, from an analytical point of view, there is no significant distinction between political and bureaucratic comrption and that the model lve use can
be applied to both forms
2. For simplicity's sake we have decided to use the male form only. However, whenever
we do so, ure always also include female public servants or other actors
3. A good example of such an organization is the police force. The nature of police work
makes this organization especially vulnerable for comrption.Individual policemen often have
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much leeway in their daily dutieg while they are exposed to many temptations A former Dutch
superintendent of police once mentioned seven detonators that can ignite cormption in a
police force. Those seven iron D'g as he called them, were: dames, drinks, dimes, drugg discounts, dice, and dirty tricks (Blauw, 191). Apart from those temptationg police officers tend
to be in contact with individuals or groups who do not think the world of public morality,
(Hoeties, 1982,99).
4. This prosessis known rs rent-seeking.See,for instance, Mueller (1989,pp. 229-246),md
also Brooks and Heijdra (1991).
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